Stars War Bali
World Flair Championship 2018
Stars War Bali World Flair Championship is the biggest flair bartending competition in
Indonesia. This Year is our 8th international event and a part of the prestigious Asia
Bartender Association event will be held on the biggest beach festival in Indonesia called
Kuta Sea Sand Land 2018 at famous Kuta Beach Bali.

General Rules:











This event is open to anyone.
All competing bartenders must be at least eighteen (18) years of age.
Competing bartenders will not be allowed to wear logos of any companies
conflicting with the sponsors of the event.
Music must be provided at the registration meeting in Flash Disk and in its
own case, properly labelled with your name and track number. It is highly
recommended that you bring more than one copy of your music with you, in
case it is damaged or unreadable. The organizers and the event staff are not
responsible for damaged or unreadable music.
Competition sponsors products include: Iceland Vodka, Empire Gin, TOFFIN,
FO Syrup, Prost beer and Squeeze juice
The maximum number of participants is 25 peoples
The running order will be established in the briefing
All rules, guidelines and drink recipes are subject to change at the discretion
of the organisers.
All of the information of this event you can see on stars war bali flair
championship Facebook and Asia Bartender Association Facebook fun pages



Flair Rules:





Each competitor will have 6 minutes of show time in the qualifying round and
7 Minutes in Final round.
All bottles used in the working flair must be set with at least half bottle of
liquid (we`ll check & supply all working flair bottles)
All bottles used in the exhibition flair must be set with at least 15ml (1/2oz)
of liquid
No competing brands to the sponsors may be used. No empty bottles can be
included in the competition bar set up.





Contestants may set their Juices in their Mystery Clear Bottles (Label of
branding is not allowed)
Metal pour spout is required on the working flair bottles. Any free flowing
pour spout can be used on all exhibition flair bottles. Pour spouts can be
taped in place, as long as they are not restricting the flow of liquid.
Competitors can use as many clear and un-tinted glass bottles for their own
choice of liquid. These bottles must have all branding removed. Each
competitor choice bottle Strips is NOT ALLOWED in all bottles. Tapping is
allowed only at the edge surround the rubber, so that the pourers won’t fall off
Not the Neck of the Bottle

















Only Stars War Bali and ABA stickers can be used on the Mystery bottle not
Other Sticker and only one sticker in one bottle. Sticker must put in a new
clear bottle.
In the exhibition flair syrups will be stored in their original bottle and full
bottles and it is not allowed to use syrup for exhibition flair setup (15 ml/ ½
oz)
All cocktails summated recipe will remain the property of the Asia
Bartenders Association and must be submit 1 Month before the competition
date. There will be no any changes of recipe after submit.
By entering Stars War Bali World Flair Championship 2018, competitors
agree to assign copyright of the recipe and drink name to the Asia
Bartenders Association President/ Organiser
Asia Bartenders Association/Organiser reserves the right to have the final
decision, any other matter relating to the judging of the Stars War Bali World
Flair Championship 2018. All decisions of the Asia Bartender Association
/Organiser shall be final.
Bartenders can set up the competition bar any way they choose, but it is
highly recommended that nothing starts on the upper bar surface to help
with visibility for both the audience and the judges.
No fire tricks of any kind will be allowed.
The running order of competitors will be drawn during the briefing.
Competitor will be given to set up the bar on stage is 2 minutes. Deductions
will be given after over time. Competitors will be penalized (5) points for each
10 seconds in the over time during the set up. The timing for the set-up will
commence immediately after the previous competitor has left the stage and
the bar has been cleaned.
There will be a 30 minutes break for the judges after 13 competitors
After the qualification there is time for judges to calculate the point and will
be announce in 30 minutes
Top 10 finalist from qualifying round will go to the Final round
Real spirits will be used to make the drinks.








In the qualification round competitors are required to prepare two drinks
(see recipes below).
In the qualification and final round for the exhibition flair competitors are
required to create their own recipe
Sponsorship Bottle (Timing). A judge will start a stopwatch as soon as the
bartender picks up the Sponsorship bottle. As soon as the bartender let go
The bottle and drops it, the timer will stop. When the bottle is used again the
time will start again. Contestant need to have at least 10% (50secs) of
Sponsor bottle flair in their routine in the qualifying Round (6mins) and at
least 15% (1min 3secs /63secs) in the Final Round (7mins).
All the juices will be stored on clear bottles (Basic Spirit or Sponsor bottle will
use the original bottle / working flair bottle)
Judging – Asia Bartenders Association/Organiser, after appointing the panel
of Judges, reserves the right to replace or appoint new Judges before or
during competition.

ASIA BARTENDER ASSOCIATION / ORGANIZER JUDGES PANEL


A Minimum of 4 Technical Judges ( Judge on Flair Technical)
Flair Technical Judge (Country) is not allowed to judge on own country
competitor, Score of competitor during on stage will judge on average scores
of the remaining 4 Judges.



2 Deductions Judges (Checks the preparation, ingredients, quantities and
equipment before the routine, spills, drops, breakage, setup overtime, wrong
procedures, Will deduct a certain percentage off the final score depending on
the transgression, etc)



1 Timer Judge (Will keep time of the competition during his/her
routine/Setup and also balance of working flair and exhibition flair.



2 Cocktail Judges



ALL POINTS WILL BE MARK ON AVERAGE POINTS FROM THE JUDGES ( 4
Judges divided 4 (Average Points) – 2 Deduction Judges divided 2(Average
Deductions) = FINAL/TOTAL SCORE POINTS)

SCORING SYSTEM
Technical categories 300 points
50 points categories breakdown - A guideline to understand how we’ll score you 0-10
somebody that isn’t ready to perform on stage 10-20 not terrible, but still a bit of work to
do 20-30 average. Good flair but nothing mesmerizing 30-40 serious contender 40-50 best
in the world this doesn’t mean that the big names will always score high in every category.
We only judge the performance on that day.
Originality 50 points
Are you introducing something new or have we seen this stuff before? This is the category
Where signature moves will make you score high. It’s not all about the moves tho. We are
also looking at styles, and new ways to present your routine.
Difficulty 50 points
More objects don’t mean more difficulty. Some bottle tin moves are more difficult than the
Basic 5 objects move. Think also about the complexity of what you’re showcasing.
Variety 50 points
This is not variety of objects, it’s variety of moves. A lot of moves look exactly the same even
tho bartenders are using different combinations of objects. The usual split split juggle juggle
Nest is boring to watch and won’t score you high in this category.
Technical execution 50 points
How smooth are you? How polished is your routine? Are you nailing your moves with
Confidence or are you playing it safe? Drops and fumbles will affect your final score in this
one.
Showmanship 50 points
Are you having fun on stage or are you too focused on your moves? Remember that the
crowd doesn’t necessarily understand the technicality of your routine. Make sure you
interact with them. This is the easiest category to score if you play it smart.
Music Choreography 50 points
This category could potentially be judged by someone that has never seen flair before. How
well is your routine on your music? How well is it put together? Does it look good? Think
about the most beautiful choreographed acts in other disciplines. Can your flair show keep
up with them?

COCKTAIL – 50 POINTS
Name of Cocktail Associate

: 10 Points

Creativity of Cocktail

: 10 Points

Appearance/Garnish/Glassware

: 15 Points

Aroma/Taste/Flavour

: 15 Points

DEDUCTIONS
Spills -1
Every spill counts, even the tiny ones
Deductions Drops -3
Every drop counts. Two objects stuck together will count as one.
Miscellaneous -5
Missing ingredients, wrong procedures, wrong ingredients, under pours, over pours,
unhygienic
Procedure and every other mistake regarding the drinks will penalize you. Easy points to
lose play it smart.
Break -10
Every break counts.
Sponsorship Bottle – 25
A Judge will start a stopwatch as soon as the bartender picks up the sponsor bottle. As soon
as the bartender let go the bottle and drops it, the timer will stop. When the bottle is used
again the time will start again. We suggest that the bartenders plan more than 10% of their
sponsor flair to ensure they don’t get deducted here because of their drops or other mistakes
that can occurs
Missing or unservable drinks -30
The most important thing in a flair bartending show is to have your drinks made by the end.
It’s better to finish your drink than to try a last move when you’re running out of time.

Schedule:


Registration time

: 9th July – 11th August 2018



Registration Meeting

: 17th August 2018 at 5pm (Bali time)



Qualification & Final

: 18th August 2018, start at 11.00 – finish

Registration




•

To registered competitors need to request the registration form to
starswarbali@gmail.com and send it back the recipe
All competitors are required to attend the registration meeting on the 17th
August 2018 at 5pm (Bali time) at “Kutabex Hotel Jalan Pantai Kuta” (if you
are not in the meeting at 5pm you have to notify us at least a week before
the event
For all bartenders from outside of Bali, please make sure you can make it to
Bali before the technical meeting starts.
Competition Fee is IDR 500.000

Prize Money:
The total prize money is IDR 85.000.000
 1st place IDR 25.000.000 + trophy + certificate
 2nd place IDR 20.000.000 + trophy + certificate
 3rd place IDR 15.000.000 + trophy + certificate
 4th Place IDR 9.000.000 + trophy + certificate
 5th Place IDR 6.000.000 + trophy + certificate
 6th Place IDR 4.000.000 + trophy + certificate
 7th Place IDR 2.000.000 + trophy + certificate
 8th – 10th IDR 1.000.000 each + trophy + certificate
 Best Cocktails IDR 1.000.000 + trophy + Certificate

DRINK RECIPES
1. Working flair drink (Qualification & Final)
Viking Mojito
50ml Iceland Vodka
15ml FO (Toffin) Mojito Mint
60ml Sweet & Sour
Glass
: Rock / Old Fashion
Garnish
: 2 Squeeze lime drop into the drink
Straw
: Yes
Cocktail Napkin
: No
Method
: Stir and pour
Bottle to be half full (Organizer will provide the ingredients & glass)

Gin Tonic
50ml Empire Gin
Top with Tonic Water
Glass
: Rock / Old Fashion
Garnish
: 2 Squeeze lime drop into the drink
Straw
: Yes
Cocktail Napkin
: No
Method
: Build
Bottle to be half full (Organizer will provide the ingredients & glass)

2. Exhibition Flair (Qualification & Final round)
Your Own Creation
You must be using at least 45ml Iceland Vodka, 15ml FO (Toffin) Syrup and minimum
of splash Prost Beer. Organizer will provide Iceland Vodka, Empire Gin and some FO
(Toffin) Flavour such as Passion Fruit, Anise, Elderflower, and Chocolate cookies,
Violet, Passion Fruit, Tiramisu, Vanilla, Rose, Leci, Mango, Raspberry, Coconut,
Pistachio, Agave Tequila, Ginger, Iris Cream, Amaretto, Mojito and Pear. Using

competitive brands is forbidden and no other spirits are allowed. Method is free,
Garnish is free and glass is free.
Cocktail Napkin
: No
Please bring your own glass (any kind of glass depending on your cocktail)

NOTES:



For contestants outside Indonesia - your participation will only be confirmed after
when filled registration form, copy of passport and flight itinerary is sent to the
organizer"
Competitors must wear the competition T-shirt (please specify the size in the
registration form) all the time while being on the stage (qualification, final, awarding
ceremony). No other T-shirts are allowed on the stage.

COMPETITION TOOLS




Bar – use custom made bar
Bottles – The organiser will provide the bottles for working flair only
Glassware– Organizer will supply Rock glass for Working Flair in qualification and for
the own signature cocktails competitors have to provide their glass
 Long Pour Spouts– organizer will supply stainless pour spouts for working flair

